TPO 27 – Task 2
In our lifetime, we are always facing chooses, especially job decisions. It is hard to
decide between a secure job, or keep waiting for a more satisfying job. As an office
worker who had this kind of experience, I agree that people should take a secure job
right away for two reasons, which I will explore in the following essay.
To begin with, working experience is more important than anything. With more
working experience, that’s mean more opportunities to get a promotion, increasing
salary and steady life. Also, more working experience can also be helpful for future
resumes, which is a more practical way to get a satisfying job than just waiting. So, it
is worth it to work early and accumulate more experience. Take me for example, I
accepted my job immediately after I receive the result. And now I have long working
experience than my classmates who graduated with me at the same time. During this
period, I not only learned more but also got promoted, and it’s easier for me to find
another job.
Second, getting a secure job first can also avoid many risks. It could spend too much
time searching for a perfect career and waste a lot of precious time. Even sometimes
we thought the job is the one, however, it could be totally different after we sit in the
position. Plus, during the time looking for a job, it may cause enormous stress from
both financial aspect and emotional. Back to my own instance, I feel steady after I
start working, and even it is not my dream job, in the beginning, I am still glad I took
it in the first place without more suffering from unemployment.
In conclusion, I strongly believe that it has more benefits to get a secure job right
away, rather than seeking another better job. Get into society early can gain more
than just waiting for opportunities. It is also more secure without uncertainties and
unknown risks.

